The concept of double-Lorentz (DL) 
INTRODUCTION
The concept of artificial TLs having metamaterial properties in one-dimension has been a hot topic in a new field of science and technology [1] [2] [3] . Purely left-handed (PLH) are introduced by Eleftheriades in 2002. A CRLH transmission line is the expansion of the PLH because it includes a series inductance and a parallel capacitance, which always exist in the practical LC-network implementation of the PLH transmission line. As a dual concept of the conventional CRLH TL, the dual composite right/left-handed (D-CRLH) transmission line metamaterial was introduced and its properties were investigated by Caloz [4] . The practical artificial LC-network implementation of the D-CRLH transmission line always accompanies parasitic elements (a series inductance and a parallel capacitance) and these parasitic elements are regarded as important transmission line parameters; the novel transmission line metamaterial is referred as a double-Lorentz (DL) transmission line [5] . A DL TL metamaterial has an intrinsic triband property that can be used in triband microwave components. Triband components are salutary to reduce the size of devices used in recent multiband mobile communication systems. In wireless communication circuits, branch-line coupler (BLC) is used for dividing an input signal into two output signals with 90°phase difference. The conventional BLC made by /4 right-handed (RH) TL operates at a target frequency f 1 and at its odd harmonics [6] . However, wireless systems may demand arbitrary second or third operating frequencies, which are not a multiple of f 1 . The BLC using DL TLs can be a solution of such problems because of its operation at S-parameters (phase), verifying the designed DL structure having the desired propagation constants at the target frequencies arbitrary three frequency bands. In this article, we present fundamental properties of DL TL and possible applications, including their results. Figure 1 represents both the infinitesimal circuit model for a uniform DL (⌬z/ g 3 0) or the unit cell of an LC network DL TL structure (⌬z ⅐ g /4). To predict the fundamental property of the DL TL, the following observation was considered. At low frequencies, the dominant components are L R , L P , C R , C P , and the line is therefore RH. In contrast higher the frequency, if both impedance ZЈ and admittance YЈ have negative values, the structure shows LH features. Thus, the DL TL exhibits an RH band at low frequencies similar to the D-CRLH and at high frequencies both the LH and RH band exist like CRLH. However, if both ZЈ and YЈ do not have negative values at any frequency band, LH characteristic is not presented.
DOUBLE-LORENTZ TRANSMISSION LINE
In the so-called balanced case, with the frequency-independent characteristics, the propagation constant and characteristic impedance are given by (1), respectively,
The matching conditions of the termination impedance Z t and the phase constant of ␤ 1 , ␤ 2 , and ␤ 3 at the given triband frequencies 1 , 2 , and 3 impose 
respectively. These equations correspond to five equations because the matching condition (2a) is divided into two equations from (1b). Therefore, there are five equations with the five unknowns LЈ P , CЈ P , LЈ L , CЈ L , LЈ R and the triband DL TL circuit parameters depend on ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) Ϫ (␤ 1 , ␤ 2 , ␤ 3 ). Figure 2 shows the characteristics of the DL TL having a triple-band property. Target frequencies of f 1 ϭ 195 MHz, f 2 ϭ 670 MHz, and f 3 ϭ 1.465 GHz are selected for mobile TV services [7] . The recent technology trend in this field is to integrate each frequency band operation into one chip. To design the proper DL TL, the DL TL circuit parameters were first determined using (1) . The RH section implemented by microstrip line is designed by determining the characteristic impedance Z cR and the RH phase delay 1 RH , provided in (3a) and (3b), respectively.
In the above equation, N is the number of unit cells. 
TRIBAND BRANCH LINE COUPLER
A triband BLC is fabricated using /4 DL TLs designed at target frequencies f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 instead of /4 RH TLs used in a conventional BLC. To obtain a triband BLC, the phase responses of the DL TLs are Ϫ90°, Ϫ90°, and Ϫ270°at f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 , respectively. At f 1 and f 2 , the triband BLC operates in the same way as the conventional BLC. At f 3 , the triband BLC works in the very similar way as the former case. The only difference between two cases is the sign of the phase difference between the output signals. Figure 5 shows the photograph of the implemented triband BLC circuit and its size is 89.6 mm ϫ 93.1 mm. Target frequencies of f 1 ϭ 195 MHz, f 2 ϭ 670 MHz, and f 3 ϭ 1.465 GHz are selected for mobile TV services. The first frequency is terrestrial digital multimedia broadcasting (TDMB) band three frequency band, the second frequency is digital video broadcasting-handheld (DVB-H) frequency band, and the third frequency is TDMB L-band frequency band [7] . Notice that additional inductors are added to the Z 0 DL TLs due to two factors: the availability of SMT chip components is available only at the discrete values and there is some variation on the reactance and suspectance of the chip components. These effects induce variations in the characteristic impedance of the TLs that result in an imbalance between two output signals. To compensate for these problems, tuning inductors are accompanied and are considered in the simulation.
Figures 6 and 7 exhibit the simulated and measured results of the triband BLC, respectively. The results in all passbands are summarized in Tables 1-3 . In both simulation and measurement, the amplitude imbalance between output signals is less than 1 dB at f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 . The triband BLC also has insertion loss of smaller than 4.569 dB, return losses larger than 14 dB, isolations larger than 15 dB, phase differences of output 90°Ϯ 5°at each target band.
CONCLUSION
Novel triband microwave components using /4 DL TLs have been presented. The fundamental theory and implementation of these devices also have been showed. An arbitrary triband operation is accomplished by using the flexible phase slope characteristic of the DL TL with the frequency. The /4 DL shunt opencircuit stub was shown to block signal at three arbitrary frequencies. A triband BLC was also fabricated using /4 DL TLs. The DL TL can be used in many microwave applications requiring multiband operation. 
